Premium Vinyl Cladding

Portsmouth Shingles
The birthplace of “Hampton Style”
Colour, texture, depth, emotion, form and function
all come together in richly crafted rustic cedar-look
shingles with nearly zero maintenance.
Achieving the exterior that expresses your home the
way you want it takes time, thought and the right
combination of cladding, trim, accents, colour and
dimension...
Whether you’re searching for a complementary
fusion of styles and textures or the homerun palette
that takes you to the next level. We’re here to make
exterior home design exciting.
Portsmouth will get you to your “wow” place.

Soffit– Eaves Soffit
Finishing well starts here
Soffit boards do more than mesh seamlessly with
your roof overhangs; they finalise the ‘’never paint
again’’ exterior, endlessly protecting the hard to
reach eaves.
Soffit boards are virtually maintenance-free and
their low-gloss, brush finish complements any
architectural style.
Readily available in classic White and Linen (off
white), you can also special order any colour you
wish within the Portfolio – see over.
*Minimum order quantities may apply
A top-notch final touch, how fitting.

Board and Batten
Trending vertical design
In a starring role or as a complementary accent,
Board & Batten makes the most of its vertical
contour adding dimension and character to any
home style.
Board & Batten resides impressively at the
intersection of modern and rustic. It complements a
full range of home styles but is especially well suited
to Flat and Skillion roof designs.
Board & Batten, a contemporary statement.

Lifetime Warranty
Non-Prorated Transferable
We have total confidence in the quality of all our
products and back them with one of the industry’s
most powerful warranties.*

Duratuff Select
Thermal efficiency never looked so good
Select Duratuff a uniquely Australian styled premium
vinyl cladding architecturally designed for beauty
and simplicity replicating the gentleness and warmth
of traditional timber weatherboards.
Duratuff Select combines the attractiveness of
classic styling with all the benefits of modern
technology and production. Once installed, the only
maintenance required is an occasional wash down to
keep it sparkling clean like day one.

Thermal efficiencies in uPVC
Colour palette that never needs painting
Transferable, Lifetime* limited warranty
Australian Standard 4256.4
Speedy no-fuss installation
High impact and fade resistance

Select – manufactured to Australian Standard
4256.4 for our harsh conditions.
Select – the savings of outstanding thermal
efficiencies in uPVC insulated
weatherboards.
Select – the widest colour palette available in
Australia that never needs painting
Select – the outstanding value of an unsurpassed
product life cycle
Select – the enduring colour retention of colour-fast
technology
Select – the individual profiles of your choice
Select – the intelligent choice in cladding
Select – the confidence to give a non-prorated,
transferable, Lifetime* limited warranty
Select – the perfect choice for home renovation and
new construction

290 mm
255 mm

Remarkably Green

Portfolio Colours

As “green” building continues to play a vital and
growing role in the long term health of our planet,
today’s vinyl siding delivers many recognized benefits.
Blue Grey

Estate Grey

Flagstone

Harvard Slate

Heather

Linen

Select premium vinyl is one of the lowest
maintenance claddings you can buy. Unlike fiber
cement and hardwood Select never needs painting to
maintain it’s good looks.

Sand

Sterling

To paint a whole house, HiPages says you can expect
to pay between $7,000 to $12,000 for a small onestorey and between $10,000 to $20,000 for a twostorey weatherboard house.

Vintage Cream

White

From production, which starts in facilities that recycle
virtually all scrap materials, to transportation, to
Installation and throughout the product life-cycle it’s
a clear front runner in the building game.
By selecting vinyl siding, homeowners can help make
and keep their homes green, doing their part to make
communities – and our planet – sustainable. *
*For further information download “A dozen things
you might not know that make vinyl siding green.”

True Value Rewards

Accounting for 3% annual inflation and 10-year
painting intervals, the true cost of just painting these
other claddings will average more than $80,000
over 30 years.

*Important Note: Redwood, Ironstone, Granite, and Midnight Surf are
available in Portsmouth Singles and Board & Batten only.

*Redwood

*Ironstone

*Granite

*Midnight Surf

Average 30 year painting cost of timber weatherboard home
$120k
$100k

Zero Health Risks

$80k

Vinyl siding does not utilize any materials that can
cause adverse health effects to installers or anyone.

$60k
$40k
$20k

Year 1
Avg. 1 Storey

Year 10

Year 20
Avg. 2 Storey

Year 30

Total
Average

The above table is formulated using data extracted from HiPages
January 2020.

austech.com.au
*Important Note: Colours are printed as close to true colour as
possible. This brochure should be used as an indication only.

Advocates or manufacturers of silica-based fiber
cement, like James Hardie’s siding products, cannot
make this claim.
As stated on the James Hardie Building Products
Material Safety Data Sheet, silica-based fiber cement
may potentially cause adverse health effects such as
silicosis (an incurable lung disease) to installers who
do not use respirators.

